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1. INTRODUCTION
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Sample surveys are important sources of data for various',purposes. The usefulness of
data from such sources are often indicated by its timeliness, relevance and quality - each of
which are equally important. Quality in this context is directly proportional to the errors
committed in the conduct of surveys. It is well accepted that surveys (including censuses) are
not free of any elTor which in statistical terms is simply defined as the difference between the
estimate and the true but unknown value of the parameter. Survey errors are generally
classified as sampling (SE) and non-sampling errors (NSE).• Sampling error is usualiy
associated with the sampling process and its magnitude is measured in terms of the standard
error. It is well known that this error is inversely proportional to the sample size. On the
other hand, nonsampling errors arise in all the other aspects of the survey operation from
conceptualization to processing and dissemination of results. :Unlike SE, NSE is more
difficult to measure and usually increases along with increase in the sample size. It is

I

believed, that if NSE is not properly controlled, this, type of error will dominate the Total
Survey Error and could compromise the usefulness of survey results. Nonsampling errors are
usually classified into coverage, non-response, measurement, and processing errors. Onate
(1988) developed a conceptual framework on the sources and type of NSE in field surveys.
The framework is presented in Figure I. '

This paper focuses on coverage errors and its effect on survey estimates. In
particular, some references will be made with regards to such type of errors occurring in
establishment surveys in the Philippines.

1 Paper presented at the Burton T. Onate Memorial Research Conference, August 16," 2002, UP Los Banos
2 Professor of Statistics and former student of Dr. Oiiate
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FIGURE 1 - Onate's Conceptual Framework: Sources and Types of
Nonsampling Errors in Field Surveys
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2. COVERAGE ERROR$
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Coverage error can be defined as the error in the estimate that results from (1) the
failure to include in the frame all units belonging to the target universe or the failure to
include specified units in the conduct of the survey, and (2) the erroneous inclusion of some
units because of a defective or outdated frame or of specified units more than once in the

I

actual survey. Based on this definition, coverage error can be taught of as a result of
imperfections by the sampling frame in mimicking the target population. Hansen, et.a!'
(1964) identified some reasons for the imperfections in the frame which leads to erroneous
coverage. These are: '

(1) Frames which contains units not in the target universe (overcoverage);
(2) Frames which do not contain some units in the target universe or (undercoverage);
(3) Frames containing erroneous and incomplete entries; ,
(4) Frames containing duplicates; and,
(5) Insufficient information to locate the units.

These imperfections result in at least one of the following:

(1) For overcoverage, some units not in the target universe will have non-zero
probability of being included in the sample; "

(2) For undercoverage, some units in the target universe will have zero probability of
being included in the sample because frames provide observational access to these
units; "

(3) For duplications, some units in the target universe will have larger inclusion
probabilities than what should be assigned by the sampling design employed in
the selection of the sample; "

(4) Incomplete data because of the inability to locate the sample unit as a result of
incomplete or insufficient information. '

Coverage errors may be a serious problem. Groves (1983)', and Murthy (1983)
observe that this may even be larger in magnitude than incomplete or' missing data due to
nonresponse. Thus it is important to understand is causes and its effect on survey estimates.

3. COVERAGE ERRORS IN ESTABLISHMENT SURVEYS

Establishments surveys is one of the major source of data from', the formal sector
covering diverse topics such as production, employment, labor relations, R&D activities,
investment initiatives among others. The major establishment in the Philippines are usually
conducted by the National Statistics Office (NSO), Bureau of Labor and Employment
Statistics (BLES), Bangko Central ng Pilipinas (BSP), Department of Tr~de and Industry
(DTI), Bureau of Agricultural Statistics (BAS). Many of these surveys employ probability
sampling with stratification in terms of size measured by Average Total Employment (ATE),
industry classification indicated in, the Philippine Standard Industry Classification (PSIC)

\

system, and region. Such surveys often cover the larger establishments (with an ATE of at
least 10). As a probability sample, it employs the list of establishment fro~", the Census of
Establishment (CE) as sampling frame. The CE is one massive statistical 9peration done
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every five years covering all establishments in the Philippines. However, some problems
were encountered in the use of this frame such as:

a) Undercoverage - failure to include in the list some establishments in operation,
failure to update the CE during intercensal periods thus missing out new
establishments (births), incorrect size entries.

b) Overcoverage - duplications, incorrect size entries, establishments that cannot be
located.

c) Shifts in economic activity (PSIC), size (ATE), and location which again is a
result of the absence of an ideal updating mechanism. Examples of these type of
problem is presented in Table I from an earlier study by Onate, et. al. (1989).

Table 1.
Percent distribution of establishments in the 1987 NSO Annual Survey of
Establishments which changed ATE levels (Total Sample Size = 16,364)

FROM ATE
TO ATE

TOTAL
Below 10 10-19 20 and over

10-19 5.9 - 6.4 12.4
20 and over 0.8 6.7 - 7.5

TOTAL 6.7 6.7 6.4 19.9

The results in table I indicate provides an indication of coverage errors as a result of
changes in ATE totaling close to 20 percent of the overall sample. Again, this demonstrates
the problem of using censuses as source of frame.

4. EFFECTS OF COVERAGE ERROR

Generally, bias in estimation is introduced by different types of nonsampling error.
Figure 2 present an illustration of coverage error and will be used later on to derive the extent
of bias in estimation brought about by coverage errors.

•
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FIGURE 2: A graphical representation of coverage error

."

Region [A] represents all units in the target universe but w~re not included in the
frame universe. This illustrates the case of undercoverage. In the case of establishment
surveys, this may take the form of failure of the frame to account for births or incorrect size
entries and therefore totally missed out in the survey. Region [B] consists of all units in both
the target and frame universes (correct coverage) while region [C] consist of all units in the
frame universe but are not part of the target universe (overcoverage). 'The figure also implies
that under and over coverage can exist simultaneously in any survey. '

,

To illustrate the effects of coverage errors on survey estimates, we assume that the
object of estimation is the parameter (say population total) of the target population. We
illustrate this for the case of estimating the population totals. .

Total number of elements in the frame universe (sampling frame).

Total of all units in region [ ].

Total number of units in region [B] - the elements in the sampling
frame that belongs to the target universe.
Total number of elements in the sampling frame but is not part of the
target universe.
Total number of elements in the target universe.

I

Total number of units in region [A]. That is, the total number of
elements of the target population not included in the sampling frame.

Let N[AI

N[B)

N[C)

.. N[TI

N[FI

Yrl

....
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Note that

N[T] =N[AJ + N[B]

N[F] =N[B] + N[C]

1[F] =1[B] + 1[C]

1[F] =1[B] + 1[C]

Pacificador: Coverage ErrorProblems in
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Also, N[Al'N[BpN[CpN[T] are unknown quantities and so are 1[Ap1[BP1[CP1[FP1[T]' In this

case, suppose that we are interested in estimating J[T]'

In practice, one selects a simple random sample of size ll[F] from N[F]' Define

~F] =N[nYiF] where Y[F] is the sample mean. With the scenario presented in figure 2,

possible strategies can be used in'estimating J[Tj' These are:
/

Strategy 1: Assume that there in no overcoverage or treating overcoverage units as part of

the target universe. In this case, the estimator for the population total. J[T] is

.• -

" "
~Il =NIFJYrF] =~FJ (5)

We note that ~F] is an unbiased estimator of J[F] but is biased for J[T]' The bias in using ~Il

as an estimator of J[T] is given as follows:

Bias(~I]) =£(1[1]) - 1[T]

=J[F] - J[T]

=(J[B] + 1[C]) - (J[A] + 1[B])

=J[C] - J[A]

(6)

...

From the bias expression given in (6), it can easily be noted that bias is simply the
difference between the totals of the units in the frame but are not in the target universe (units
which should have not been enumerated) and the units in the target universe not covered in
the sampling frame (and hence has no chance of inclusion to the sample). It is also
independent of the sample size ll[F] indicating that the magnitude of the bias remains

unchanged even if the sample size is increased. With size as strata and for surveys covering
only larger establishments, then ~Al represents the total of all establishments that was not

covered.

Strategy 2: Another strategy in estimating J[T] which many practitioners are inclined to

adopt in practice is to ignore units in [C] appearing in the sample of l1[F] from N[F] or treating

these units as "nonresponse'' and making the necessary adjustment in the estimate. That is,
an estimator of J[T] in this situation is defined as:
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(7)

where Is the number of units in the sample that belongs to [B]
correctly classified units belonging to the sample.

Mean of units in the sample belonging to [B].

..
It must be noted that the quantity N[FI (n[Bl/n[Fl) is an unbias~d estimate of N[BI

under simple random sampling. Thus, (7) is in effect a postratified estimator of the total of
all units belonging in [B].

The bias in using ~21 as an estimator of YrTJ is given as:

(8)

From (8), ~2J underestimates YrTl by the total of all units in the target universe but
I

was not included in the frame (undercoverage). As in (6), the magnitude of the bias depends
on the extent of undercoverage and the contribution of these units to the population total. It is
also independent of the sample size.

Strategy 3: One solution to minimize if not eliminate the effect of coverage error is the use of
multiple frame. The whole idea is to find another list of establishments, preferably
constructed independently of the CE and perhaps at different points in time. The two (or
more) lists are then compared. The following table shows the possible scenario when such
comparison is made. '
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Table 2.
Possible scenario in the comparison of two independent list of establishments.

.'
Numberof Establishments Numberof Establishments

TOTAL
IN List 2 NOT in List 2

Numberof Establishments
N['IJ N[121 N[I+lIN List I (CE)

Numberof Establishments
N[21J N[221 N[2+lNOT in List I (CE)

TOTAL N l+' l N[+2l N[++l

If we assume that both lists collectively is able to list all establishments in the target
universe, then N[21J represents the establishments not listed in the CEo If the second list was

constructed at a later time or the reference period is closer to the survey, then it may be
broken down as units not listed at the time of the CE and "births" in the establishment frame,
i.e. establishments that started to operate after the CE period. It must also be noted that in the

comparison of the lists, only N["l' N[121' and N[21l can be observed. Thus, the quantity N[22J

is unobservable and is a conceptual quantity indicating that coverage errors may be present in
both lists. In relation to this, only N['+l and N[+'l can be computed and their sum represents

the total number of distinct establishments enumerated in both lists assuming of course that
duplication is not present. Thus, with two lists, a graphical representation of coverage errors
is presented in Figure 3.

•

....

•
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Figure 3: Coverage Errors with two frames,

Similar to earlier notations, let N[] and Yr J be the number and population total of

elements falling in region [l Thus, the total number of elements in the target population is:

(9)

..

The population total of the elements 10 the target population, which IS the object of
estimation, is defined as:

YrTJ = YrAOj + YrBO] + YrcoJ + ~F"]

(10)

With two frames, the strategy in estimating (10) calls forthe selection of a sample of
size I/Wl from List 1 and an independent sample of size 1/[2 0 ] from among units in List 2 but,
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not in List 1. Note, the total number of elements in List 2 but not in List 1 can be determined
or is observable and in terms of Figure 3, this is defined as:

(11)

Conceptually, the sample sizes '1'0] and n[ZO] can be broken down as:

"[1*] =n[BO] + n[CO] + n[DO] + n[£*]

"[ZO] ="[P] + n[CO]

(12)

Further, let

~IO] =~Bol + ~CO] + ~DO] + ~£*l

(13)

be the population total of all elements in List 1. Similarly, let

(14)

be the population total of all elements in List 2 but not in List 1.

Thus, the unbiased estimators of ~IO] and ~ZO] are ~IO] and ~ZO] respectively and are

defined as:

(15)

Thus, if overcoverage units are treated as part of the target population under the

framework presented in Figure 3, then the estimator of ~T] is computed as:

~ ~ ~

~T] =~IO] + ~ZO]

(16)

••

•

...
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The bias introduced by coverage error in estimation is:

21

..

..

Bias(~Tj) =E(~Tl) - YrTJ

=E(~I.j + ~2.j) - (YrA.] + YrB.] + YrC·J + YrPj)

=Yrl.j + Yr2.j - (YrA.j + YrB.j + YrC·J + YrP·j)

=(YrB.] + YrC·] + YrD.] + Yr£Oj) + (YrP·1 + YrC.]) -(YrA.j + YrB.] + YrC.j + YrP.])

=(YrD·l + Yr£OI + YrC·I) - YrA.j
(17)

The term YrE.j + YrD.j + Yrc.] is the population totals of all unit~ included in both lists

but are not included in the target population (e.g. smaller establishments), Again, the bias is
the difference in the totals of all "out-of-scope" elements and elements in the target
population which were not included in the frame. As in earlier: results, (17) is again
independent of the sample size.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper presented that forms of the biases as a result of coverage errors. An
important result is that the bias of the estimates considered does not diminish with increase in
sample size and its magnitude depends on the differences in characteristics (e.g. population
totals) between units in the target population but are not included in the frame
(undercoverage) and "out-of-scope" units. It is also difficult to ascert~in whether such biases
are negligible unless perhaps the extent of coverage error is very small:

In establishments surveys, such bias may be large even if the extent of units missed
out is small especially if the missed unit is one of the major industry player and hence its
contribution to the population total maybe large.

Therefore it is important that efforts should be made to minimize the incidence of
coverage errors. Among the steps that can be taken to address this concern are:

(a) Ensure quality assurance procedures in the conduct of the Census of
Establishments.

(b) The use of multiple frames.
(c) A system of frame updates (especially in the aspect of capturing "births") should

be put in place. Perhaps, it is about time that the sampling design of
establishments' inquiries be assessed. In the Philippines, :it is estimated that about
85% of all large establishments are located in first class municipalities and cities.
Such towns number only around 120. Thus, one can ¢oncentrate the updating
procedure in such towns by using business permits, which by law is renewed
annually. .

The concepts presented in here are by no means extensive as far as trying to
understand the effect of coverage errors in estimation. The frameworks presented can further
be refined. One such refinement/extension is presented in Pacificadot (1991). .
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